GOVERNMENT OF MEGHALAYA
DIRECTORATE OF HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
MEGHALAYA :: SHILLONG

No.CE/SCHOL/NEC/4/2014-15/142 Dated, Shillong the 23rd Oct, 2019

ADVETISEMENT

Fresh and Renewal applications are invited from the students who are permanent residents in the State of Meghalaya studying within and outside the state for the year 2019-20 for grant of North Eastern Council Merit Scholarship (for those who are applying as fresh from 2017-18 onwards)/NEC Book Grant and Stipends (for those who applied as fresh before 2017-18) for the General, SC/ST students undergoing Vocational/Technical courses. The Students should produce P.R.C/ST certificate obtained from the Deputy Commissioner of the District in which the candidate is a permanent resident along with their relevant documents. Those General candidates who secure 70% and above and those SC/ST candidates who secure 60% and above in their last final examination are eligible to apply as fresh.

1. All those students applying (both fresh & renewal) under the scheme are to mandatorily submit any one of the following ID proofs if Aadhaar Number is not available.
   a) Elector’s Photo Identity card b) Indian Passport c) Photo ID Card issued by Central Government of State Govt. d) Photo ID issued by Educational Institute (For Students) and e) Certificate issued by Bank that should be duly attested, containing applicant’s photo and Bank account number.

2. The Income ceiling of both the Parents/Guardians from all sources should not exceed Rs.4.5 (lakh) per annum.(Income certificate should be enclosed for fresh only)

3. Copy of previous class mark sheet is to be mandatorily enclosed with all Fresh and Renewal Application.

4. All Principals submitting the application forms should submit a list of applicants along with the soft copy of the same in Excel format

5. The last date of submission of application forms will be on or before the 15th December 2019. No application form will be accepted after the above mentioned date.

6. Appropriate application forms are to be downloaded by renewal students from two options given in the website.

7. URL for Downloading application forms is given below:
   http://megeducation.gov.in/dhte/scholarship/schemes/scholarship_forms.html

Sd/-Shri.A.Ch.Marak
Director of Higher and Technical Education,
Meghalaya, Shillong.